
West Highland Way 2012  (The story of a PB) 
 

Hopefully a bit shorter report than last years epic in which I shall quickly recap in as far as, I ran well 

for 60 miles and then developed a mangled right foot resulting in me hobbling/hopping/crawling the last 

35 miles finishing in 27 hours 45 minutes. 

 

This year I was sure if I could take it easy for the first 50 I would be able to get under the mystical 24 

hours or at worst 25 hours. 

The forecast leading up to the race just got worse and worse as the week went on and by Friday it was 

thunder with severe flood alerts. 

Same competent support crew this year with Elaine, Derek and Shona Stewart and their big camper van 

Bessie. 

Arrived at Milngavie at 10pm to register early and soak up the atmosphere (no pun intended) and meet 

up with so many great friends.  I suspected that with about 24 hours of wading through puddles, foot 

problems could be a real issue.  In a new experiment I taped my feet and then smothered them in 

Sudocreme and Vaseline. 

It was a huge Harmeny team this year with Race Organiser Ian, runners Sandra, Paul H, Fionna and 

myself  (also Pentland Tri coach Karl), and Iain, Norma, Keziah, Paul T, Lorna, Gavin, Kieran, Lucy, 

Elaine, Shona and Derek all on support duties. 

Fionna and Paul looked particularly nervous, even worse than me, but Sandra was her normal bubbly 

self. 

 

The rain stopped just before the start but within about 3 miles the heavens opened and it more or less 

stayed that way for the next 14 hours. There was no point in even trying to avoid the puddles but at this 

point it wasn’t overly problematic for the runners.    It took a long time for daylight to break through and 

I was passed by Paul on the white water ascent of Conic Hill.  Fionna caught up with me near the top 

and we both had minor falls on the slippy descent. 

I changed my socks and applied more Sudocreme at Balmaha and Rowardennan feeling comfortable 

throughout, apart from a couple of emergency trips into the bushes. 

 The trees at the side of Loch Lomond gave a bit of shelter but were plagued with midges. Thousands of 

them were sticking to my sweaty exposed skin and many more met their demise in my eyes, up my nose 

or down my throat. I went through Inversnaid still right on schedule and was delighted to see Karin 

McKendrick and her sister Brenda who at set off at 5.00am to stand in the downpour to cheer on the 

runners. 

Heading up through the technical bit I came across Paul who looked totally wasted and told me he was 

dropping out,  We had a bit of a heart to heart man talk thing to try and spur him on but I wasn’t 

convinced that he would be able to pick himself up. I felt really sorry for him as he had put so much in 

to it.  

Through Beinglas, over the rollercoaster to Auchtertyre, feeling great. The rivers, waterfalls and puddles 

were regularly over my ankles but I was spot on my schedule for a sub 24 and was also getting plenty of 

food down. News came through that Fionna was just behind the leading lady and this really excited me. 

I kept trying to phone ahead to tell my team but couldn’t get a signal.  I met Paul T and Norma above 

Crianlarich and warned them about Paul’s condition. Some hot food and a clothes change and I was 

through the Fling distance in under 12 hours.  Spot on. 

 

 

The uphill section from Tyndrum round Ben Dorian was into a strong headwind, still with driving rain 

and I was soon shivering. I was joined by a couple of guys running really strongly and joined them for 

about 4 miles at about 7.50 pace. This warmed me up but I think is where it all went wrong…..exactly 

the same place as last year.  On leaving the Bridge of Orchy checkpoint (60 miles) I felt a twinge on my 

calf which worsened as I climbed Mam Carraigh. By now I was allowed a support runner and was 

joined by Shona.  



 I stopped at Victoria Bridge to sort out clothes for the crossing of Rannoch Moor and Elaine took over 

on support. As soon as I set off, my calf started to give in and I felt devastated.  No good time this year, 

it was going to be another massive struggle to finish. We walked all the uphill sections of the moor and 

were passed by many runners, including, amazingly, Paul and his support Iain, going like a train. My 

elation then dropped when we came across Karl who looked broken with iffy knees and he indicating 

that he was probably going to have to pull out. The rain nearly stopped and I managed ok through 

Glencoe and over the Devil to Kinlochleven but by now mainly walking, changing over support runner 

when possible. The calf was rapidly deteriorating but I was more concerned about a possible kidney 

problem or hyponatraemia due to big thirst and an awful lot of peeing. I got weighed and checked over 

by the race doc Chris Ellis whilst having a fish supper at the checkpoint and all seemed ok.  I didn’t 

mention the calf to him as you can’t die from that!   

 

Leaving Kinlochleven I found I could barely even walk and climbing the big hill was virtually 

impossible. Every time I put pressure on my left leg (every second step) I felt a searing pain and burst 

out in a sweat. I had to sit down about 6 times on the climb to recover but it totally drained all the 

energy I had left.  I knew there was only 15 miles to go and was hopeful that things would ease on the 

flatter Lairig Mhor but was proved very wrong. Elaine was supporting at this time and on numerous 

occasions she had to hold me up as I stumbled across the rocks as darkness fell. I was in a very similar 

situation at the same place the previous year.  I knew the sensible thing would be to withdraw but I’d 

done over 80 miles and still had over 12 hours to reach the end. I was still forcing sweet food and drink 

down me but just felt the energy go every time I moved my leg.  

A couple of strange things happened. I had some great hallucinations which I had only experienced 

before in the Marathon Des Sables. The rocks were turning into all sorts of animals, or people sitting 

around and in one occasion an army of gnomes appeared down the track.  Another very strange feeling 

was that when I did fall over, which was often, the pain and misery went 9/10 instantly to 0/10 and a 

beautiful feeling of calmness came over me. Normally you still feel something but this gave me the 

heebie jeebies and is maybe the feeling you get when you die.  Elaine didn’t give me the opportunity to 

find out. 

On passing the second Wilderness Response team post I received some great help from the guys who 

strapped my leg with an ice bandage and gaffer tape which gave a bit of relief. The trip to Lundavra 

seemed to go on for ever and I was getting really angry at the ever increasing difficulty in walking over 

the rocky surface. It felt like dozens of runners were passing me but that didn’t concern me too much. 

 

Derek was due to take over as support at Lundavra but the thought of still another 7 miles through the 

forest in the dark worried both Elaine and I and we decided that she should also come along.  I was 

flaking out most times that I fell and I felt that there was a good chance of things getting worse and 

Derek having to go for more help. We got through the forest in the same manner but I was, by now, 

often hanging on to both of them. Yes this is taking support running too far and should probably be 

considered as cheating but tough. It took them about five minutes to get me down the wooden steps at 

the bottom of the gully. But eventually we reached the forest road as my 2
nd

 dawn was breaking. There 

then followed a very long and slow shuffle down to Fort William.   Derek, who is a type 1 diabetic, was 

trying to pour lucozade into me in the hope that it would at least make me able to speak but it had no 

success.   After an eternity we reached the finish and unlike last year I felt very little emotion, elation or 

anything.  In fact I can barely remember it.    

 I didn’t shower, or brush my teeth or even have a whisky. My support team carried me to the camper.  

I awoke a few hours later as a solid, shivering, perspiring, smelly lump of flesh but by now feeling 

elated and glowing in the achievement. I managed to get back over to the leisure centre to get cleaned up 

and see a few of the later finishers coming in. 

 

Huge joy in realising that Fionna had finished 3
rd

 lady, Paul got in under 24 hours and that a new course 

record had been set by Terry Conway. Relief at learning that there were no serious casualties 

Disappointment at learning that Sandra, Karl and many other good friends had dropped out. 



The presentation ceremony was great.  By now I know most of the West Highland Way family and it 

was fantastic seeing them getting their goblets. A great party followed that evening. 

 

Conclusions:- 

1. Once again my support team went far, far beyond the call of duty.  I feel guilty. 

 

2. Sudocreme is wonderful. Despite 27 and a half hours and 95 miles of wet feet I didn’t even have a hot 

spot. Just a couple of lost toe nails. 

 

3. The support team and I agreed and have announced that I will not be doing it next year. There is no 

way they, or I, could cope with a night like that on the Lairig Mhor for a third year…..however…..if I 

promised and promised to give up if I got an injury I would really love to finish the race feeling like a 

human. It will be totally up to them though (no pressure) 

 

4. The report probably sounds like a horrible experience. It wasn’t. It was an experience though.   Please 

don’t be put off. It’s a fantastic race and you always learn a huge amount about yourself. 

 

5. The people involved in this race in any capacity are amongst the best you will meet anywhere 

 

A few stats:- 

238 entered but 66 withdrew for various reasons before the start.   172 started. 53 dropped out leaving 

129 finishers. I was 70
th

 in a time of 27 hours 35 minutes. The winner was 15 hours 39 minutes and last 

finisher was 34hours 15minutes. 

 

Hmm…. That wasn’t much shorter than last year’s after all but to give a recap, I ran  

well for 60 miles and then developed a sore left leg resulting in me hobbling/hopping/crawling the last 

35 miles finishing in 27 hours 35 minutes.  A TEN MINUTE PB! 

 

Donald Sandeman 

 

 


